WHY CLOUDLANES FOR
FAST CLOUD BACKUP
AND ARCHIVE?

Cloud Data Platform

As companies accelerate to the cloud, existing cloud strategies, vendor lock-in, and manual processes are impediments
to this initiative. CloudLanes has introduced a software platform designed to help companies to responsibly move data
from on-premises to any cloud—as well as between clouds—and use software from any cloud to light up this data. With
the CloudLanes Cloud Data Platform, you get:

FASTER SPEED TO THE CLOUD
Send data to the cloud at a much faster rate. Cloud backups and archives
require your users to upload and download files and information to and from
the cloud. The CloudLanes Cloud Data Platform provides an unparalleled
upload speed of upto 50 Terabytes/day per cloudlane VM and a download
speed of upto 40 Terabytes/day per cloudlane VM—a speed rate that’s
unmated by the competition.

BETTER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP (TCO)
When it comes to total cost of ownership in business, better means cheaper.
While other vendors charge you with roughly around $500 to $1500 per
terabyte every year, the CloudLanes Cloud Data Platform is 5 times to 10
times more cost-effective compared with other cloud native solutions. That’s
almost 500% cheaper for the same amount of storage.

NO PROCESS CHANGES
Most cloud backup and archive vendors require you to adjust to their
standard. In other words, they require that you change your existing inhouse processes, followed by a constant series of maintenance and updates.
At CloudLanes, we offer a “set-it and then forget-it” solution. No need for
unwieldy maintenance and updates, but only random touch-base for us to
check if you’re satisfied with our solution and learn how we can serve you
better.

MOVE TO CLOUDLANES—NOW
The true cloud power is when you can responsibly move and store your data to and from any cloud, ignite that
data from any cloud, and ensure a responsible process to it. CloudLanes and our breakthrough Cloud Data
Platform is here to help you achieve it—faster, cheaper, and more seamlessly than ever before.
For more information on how we can help you with your backup and archiving needs, send us a message and
we will get back to you promptly.
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